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Executive Corner

Research Chair

Executive Director – Mick Davis

Research Director - Bruce A. Leybourne

A Year of Exploration, Discovery and
Partnerships for the future

Stellar Transformer Bulletin Our New Look

The IASCC team spent a large amount of time and energy in
preparing for field work and travel. The widely anticipated eclipse
project, the arc-blast mapping and magnetic observatory data
correlation studies were just a few of the initiatives pursued by
IASCC affiliated researchers. Even more exciting, some of our
senior research teams have joined other research organizations to be
ambassadors between complimentary communities of interest. A
few parties have partnered with each other to explore forecasting
concepts and commercialization potential of their theories. We look
forward to exciting prospects of what is possible for our community
in the coming year.

Hurricane Irma 2017: Relationships with
Lightning, Gravity, and Earthquakes See

Letters to the Editor: New Concepts in Global Tectonics
Journal, v. 5, no. 3, September 2017.
This year IASCC made the call of hurricane Irma’s turn 2
days before the European model. The lightning hot spot that
shifted from Tampa Bay to 30 miles SE of Ft. Meyers last
year, 2016, was key to forecasting the turn of Irma toward Ft.
Meyers. Why? Intense lightning activity activates and/or
signals the activation of deep mantle circuits Fig. 3). The
hurricanes track these circuits when EM activity is high, when
it’s stirred by the solar winds as indicated by the associated
solar Kp 7 index driven by Coronal Mass Ejection's (CME’s).
The turn at Ft. Meyers indicated a switching from the
Caribbean circuit to one that follows the Florida Peninsular
Arch into the Appalachian trend. There seems to be a simple
electromagnetic attraction, as the hurricane must release its
charge and will do so intensely at already activated areas.

Eclipse Project: Douglas, WY.
We had a great spot along path of totality near Douglas
Wyoming. Our weather stations collected data, but due to
unforeseen logistics problems we did not get our
instrumentation deployed. We may eventually setup the
induction experiment somewhere for constant monitoring.

Papers are invited on subjects related to Stellar Transformer
theoretical considerations along with field investigations;
evidence; and power analysis of the Arc Blast Phenomena.
Questions are asked such as: Do Super Moons affect
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions? These and a variety of
related subjects will be explored in light of the of the Stellar
Transformer concept.
Our research this year has focused on understanding the
double layer golden ratio symmetries as it applies to the
Stellar Transformer concept, introduced in last years
EU2016 presentation https://youtu.be/gu8ios6I_sA.
When combined with preliminary field investigations of the
Arc Blast phenomena, it appears to inevitably lead to some
groundbreaking, in this case mountain unthrusting and
ocean basin removal (to the asteroid belt) conclusions.
Some preliminary discussions are within following sections.
Our magnetic modeling program is making headway.
Using space weather inputs this model should eventually be
useful for understanding how space weather exerts influence
on earths environmental systems including; climate,
hurricanes, earthquakes and certain wildfire outbreaks
associated with Coronal Mass Ejections. There also seems
to be exciting applications for geophysical exploration.

Geophysical Modeling Applications
Magnetic modeling is an established technique in Oil & Gas
exploration that can be enhanced with higher inverse
spherical harmonic modeling techniques ( Quinn, 1997,
2017). Quinn identifies North American geomagnetic
source depths (Fig. 1) of geologic structures below earth’s
surface with 30° - 60° harmonics, exhibiting anomalies
aligned with mining towns, ancient volcanoes,
geologic hotspots, and triple junctions. Higher harmonics
may discern specific more targets within the critical seismic
basement interface. The National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC) has an ellipsoidal harmonic representation of
Earth’s lithospheric magnetic field to degree and order 720°.
2
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updated, although the archived model and coefficients are
provided for software evaluation and testing purposes.
Development of this model within the Stellar Transformer
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framework should also lead to forecasting technologies for
earth’s environmental systems helping to solve some
fundamental problems in forecasting of natural disasters.

Fig. 1. Geomagnetic source depth of North America (Quinn, 1997, 2017). Ancient Farallon Volcano Anomaly
circled Pink (Also see, Fig. 2).

Exploring the Magnetic Basement
Magnetic modeling enhanced with higher inverse spherical
harmonic modeling techniques by Quinn geomagnetic source
depths of North American in Fig. 1, identifies deep signatures
of geologic structures below the seismic basement interface.
Here magnetic data lend huge advantages in interpreting
existing seismic data relative to the basement fault block
patterns beneath the sedimentary section, supplementing
gravity and seismic techniques. Although gravity techniques
do not generally separate adjacent basement blocks due to
lack of density contrasts and interference from density
differences within the sedimentary section. On seismic data,
the basement reflectors are often difficult to recognize
beneath complex structure with lack of velocity contrast.
Thus basement fault block patterns discerned from magnetics
are very useful in developing specific drilling targets
determined from seismic and gravity cross sections.

Using Quinn’s techniques for the upper harmonics may
provide a way of unraveling these relationships globally
within that critical seismic basement interface. A new
magnetic model based on the higher inverse magnetic
harmonics and stellar transformer theory connecting a solar
electric driver of climate will be the basis of our modeling
efforts.

Farallon Hyper-Volcano (Circled pink in Fig. 1.)
Quinn identifies geomagnetic source depth of an anomaly
he dubs the ancient Farallon Volcano (Fig. 1 & 2), exhibiting
a significant anomaly aligned with mining towns in the
southwestern U.S. The signature of the ancient Farallon
Hyper-volcano is larger than the Yellowstone Supervolcano. The anomaly lies along the East Pacific Rise
mantle circuit indicated by the mantle gravity signature west
of South America (Fig. 3 below).
3
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Fig. 2. Geomagnetic source depth of the ancient Farallon Hyper-Volcano (Quinn, 1997, 2017) caldera trend is
aligned with a series of known mining towns and sits along the north-south electrical polar circuit on the East
Pacific Rise trend (See circled Pink in Fig 2 & 4).

Knudsen
et al. (2001) and
references therein

GRACE - Gravity
Recovery and Climate
Experiment

Fig. 3. Mantle Gravity signature portrays 4 global north-south polar connected electrical circuits with telltale heat signatures
indicated in Fig. 4. The ancient Farallon Volcano lies along the East Pacific Rise trend (Circled Pink).
4
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(Fig. 3) are coincident with north-south electrical circuits
connecting Earth’s poles coincident with Global Heat
Flow signatures (Fig. 4) of these four global polar
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connected electric mantle circuits. (Leybourne et. al.,
2017).
See Electric Universe 2015 YouTube video
presentation, “Earth as a Stellar Transformer: Climate
Change Revealed”. https://www.iascc.org/the-science.

Fig. 4. Global Heat flow is linked to solar induction heating along four main tectonic ridges. Hypothetically
this effect alternatively heats the Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR) when the Interplanetary Magnetic Field
(IMF) is positive, and then shifts to the East Pacific Rise when IMF turning negative. The return circuitry
for the Australian Antarctic Discordance (AAD) is along the Western Pacific Rim via New Zealand while
return circuitry for the East Pacific Rise is along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Modified after (Pollack et. al.,
1993).

Mantle Gravity Indicates Circuits
Mantle Gravity from GRACE satellite mission data,
indicates a mantle circuit continental connection to the
Falallon Hyper-volcano at the termination of the East
Pacific Rise (EPR). Mantle gravity anomalies [mGal]
are calculated by subtracting from observed gravity
(EIGEN-GRACE01S), the crustal gravity effect
including topography (bathymetry) and crustal density
variations down to the Moho boundary. The “hot
circuits” of the East Pacific Rise (EPR) and Southeast
Indian Ridge (SEIR) and return circuits along the MidAtlantic Ridge (MAR) and the Western Pacific (WP), align
with Earth’s tectonic mantle gravity signatures (Fig. 3)
exhibiting global temperature anomalies (Fig. 4). The EPR

inline and SEIR global gravity signatures exhibit a classic
collapsed vortex structure discussed by IASCC’s
YouTube Electric Universe 2016 video “Geometry of
Earth’s Endogenous Energy: Geophysical Evidence”.
https://youtu.be/gu8ios6I_sA

Arc Blast Theoretical & Field Evidence
As investigations go, this was highly inspirational as a follow
on of the EU2016 geological field trip in memory of Michael
Steinbacher’s original investigations of significant geological
anomalies in the great Southwest! This is where the main
characters in this follow on investigation, first met and
planned a four wheeling camping expedition to San Rafael
Swell. Various field excursions were taken with various
5
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investigators: August 2016 we started around Moab, Utah
within the areas surrounding the Upheaval Dome, Arches
Formations and San Rafael Swell. After the April 2017
Suspicious Observers conference, a group of investigators
went through Capital Reef, and later that summer, another
small group investigated the origins of what’s considered an
Electric Arc Rock from Upheaval dome, and revisited the
Moab and San Rafael Swell areas.
To conceptualize the interplanetary arc blast effects on
Earth’s environment, “Earth as a Stellar Transformer”
provides a geophysical framework for an interpretation of
planetary circuit geometry that fits the arc blast model.
Arc-Blast investigations look for evidence of interplanetary
lightning scarring on planets. The magnetic anomaly in Fig.
1 & 2, the Farallon Hyper-Volcano, directly underlies the
Grand Canyon, proposed to have been the result of
interplanetary Arc Blast within Electric Universe theory.
Fallaron is called a hyper volcano because it is an order of
magnitude larger than the Yellowstone Super Volcano. A
detailed look at Fig. 2, annotates various cities along the
shallower trends of the Farallon volcano rim. Starting near

Nov, 2017
Las Vegas the magnetic anomaly is 1 Km to 2 Km deep. The
Base of the Farallon volcano is approximately 12 Km Deep.
Thus, the height of the volcano from its base to its rim is
approximately 10 Km, the diameter of the volcano’s rim is
approximately 555 Km in the north-south direction. The
diameter of its base in the north-south direction is about
1200 Km. The eastern portion of this volcano appears to
have been blown away during an eruption, or possibly was
involved in a landslide. This proposed volcano caldera is not
yet dated. However, given the geologic history of the
southwest United States and North- western Mexico,
suggests this volcano erupted during the Laramide Era 65 Ma
+/- 15Ma. Subsequent arc blast excavating the Grand
Canyon likely occurred much later during the 12,900 year ago
North American Mega-faunal extinction event.
Color
variations contrasted by orange and blue on Mantle Gravity
map (Fig. 3) delineates the trend of the “Double Layer” or
“Cathode
(orange)/Anode
(blue)
magnetic
hoop
relationships and delineates a South Pole to North Pole
“HOT” mantle circuit along the East Pacific Rise (EPR in
Fig. 4). See our explanation @ https://www.iascc.org/thescience.

Fig. 5. Colorado and Green River watershed is highlighted in yellow encircled in pink oval. River systems generally follow
fault systems and some are hypothesized to be remnant circuits of interplanetary arc blast events.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3860062/The-veins-America-Stunning-map-shows-river-basin-US.html#ib140b57f813fb6c5 Note: Lake Meade and Grand Canyon Y-circuits in the yellow dendritic patterns are visible within the
pink rectangle just to the East of Las Vegas at the peak magnetic source depth anomaly signature associated with the Farallon
Volcano in Fig.2.
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This circuit intersects the Southwestern corner of the North
American continent (Fig. 5) where the dendritic Colorado
and Green river systems empty into the Gulf of California
coincident with the San Andreas Fault system, an extension
of the EPR, and is highlighted in yellow in Fig. 5. We
hypothesize this is evidence of a more recent interplanetary
arc blast carve out of the Grand Canyon and related river
systems generally following fault systems related to circuits
of the arc blast. The cusps of the Grand Canyon in many
places seem more related to a blown out excavation than
erosion, as evidenced by cusps with no stream flowing into
them and sharp jagged fragments littering the environment
indicating lack of normal erosional components at work
that slowly break down the rock into smoothed rounded
surfaces. The streams that do flow into some cusps,
originate at the edges of other cusps that do not have
streams flowing into them. This can be seen on Google
Earth from a high wide-angle view of the Grand Canyon
main viewing area near the visitor center.

Upheaval Dome, Chevrons, & Arches
The genesis of Upheaval Dome, Chevron structures, and
arch formations (Fig. 6) could have simple Electric
Universe explanations. Upheaval Dome is simply a blister
on Earth’s surface caused by an electric arc filament
separated from the main arc current, which goes to ground.
An example of “shielded metal arc welding” (Fig. 7) is
provided to demonstrate how this human scale affect could
be simply mirrored at an interplanetary scale when applied
to Upheaval Dome genesis. In the welding image note the
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layered bead from the electric arc weld has similar layered
structures seen in the geological chevrons of the Capital and
San Rafael Reef (Fig. 8).
The remnant sandstone arches within Arches National Park
could also have been formed electrically. At a much smaller
scale, Fulgurites (Fig. 9) form at > 2000K temperatures,
when lightning strikes the ground, fusing and vitrifying
mineral grains (Essene and Fisher, 1986). The example in Fig.
9 was formed on Chandelier Island, Louisiana and found
(personally) in several states of erosion. Some were flat as
pancakes, some had small knobs on the surface some had
more extensive “Arch Formations” is various states of
erosion. The best find was a newly formed Fulgurite with
complete and intricate loop systems on the surface, highly
crystalized and vitreous (the sample was given to a local
teacher in Ocean Springs, MS, who was attending the field
trip… no pictures available). Although we did not actually
see the lightning strikes form these Fulgurite rocks, the
process has been demonstrated experimentally. Generally,
Fulgurites appear as hollow tubes penetrating the ground, but
in the case of a beach environment, the salt water table
underneath the sand, may spread the energy laterally to a
higher degree than “normal” Fulgurites, giving the energy
time and space to create the arched frothy features at the
surface. Erosion is also an important factor in destruction of
these formations, but can also create arches when
underground river/cavern systems become exposed at the
surface. Although the arc blast explanation is speculative and
the scale is very different, the underlying logic appeals to a
common-sense approach.

Fig. 6. Upheaval Dome on left. Arches National Park right w/ Photographer Larry White.
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Fig. 7. Example of “shielded metal arc welding” demonstrates how Arc Filament Blistering effects could explain the features
and genesis of the Upheaval Dome when applied at an interplanetary scale. Chevron layering along bead is an arc welding
technique that may occur naturally in some cases when an arc blast may layer fine sediments down.

Fig. 8. San Rafael Reef or Swell, these triangular buttresses are hypothesized to be laid down electrically like a welding bead by
an arc blast plasma vortex in Fig. 7 (Google Earth). Insert shows weather teleconnection tendrils to San Rafael Swell on drive
toward them (Bruce Leybourne-Photo Credit).
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An explosive mixture of steam and ionized water would
also result during a blast if it tracks an underground cavern
system like the one revealed at Natural Bridges. (Fig. 10)
As we noted previously, the arc blast in the Southwest
States followed the Colorado and Green river systems and
accompanying tributaries. Along the Natural Bridges
water way these arches appear to be part of an
underground cavern system exposed at the surface due to
erosion. Arc blast processes could have removed much of
the surface material.

Fig. 9. Palm sized Fulgurite from Chandelier Barrier
Island, LA (Steve Cash - Photo credit).
Water likely plays a very important role in an arc blast
scenario, as it seems to play a role in the way charge
spreads during Fulgurite formation.
Fig. 11. Canyon lands Arch formation in Long Canyon
just north of Dead Horse Point State Park in Utah. Looks
like Wingate Sandstone. Note the hint of co-rotating
double layers exposed in this geologic section (Bruce
Leybourne - Photo Credit).

Fig. 10. Natural Bridges, Utah. (Bruce Leybourne Photo Credit).

Possibly the Arches National Park and Natural Bridges are
both caused by erosion, but the Arch we saw on the north
side of Long Canyon, in Fig. 11, might be more difficult to
explain by erosion. The arch preexists any erosion and is
imbedded laterally within the geologic unit. There seems
to be some of hint of Electric Universe co-rotating
energetic double layers exposed in this geologic section.
The Arch forms in a thick sequence that looks like the
Wingate Sandstone, an eolian airborne deposit, sitting on
top of Chinile a silt-mud, or clay lake deposit. Water was
likely present in the sandstone aquifer layer where the
central “hole” is located within the central Arch and where
large electric currents propagated above the clays along the
wet sandstone aquifer.
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Obsession Stone “Electric Arc Ejecta”

Fig. 12. Lateral arches in various states of erosion can
be seen along this highway stop just south of La Sal,
Utah. These features are common in many locales and
are hypothesized to be the same features associated with
Arches National Park formations (Larry White - Photo
credit).	
  

Arches Vs. Upheaval Dome
The electric current propagation direction is the main
difference between these features. Lateral currents looking
for ground create these arches electrically. Upheaval
Dome is related to a nearly vertical arc filament creating a
blister (Fig. 7 & 13), when going vertical to ground.
Upheaval Dome (Fig. 13) currently has 2 competing
formation theories (Fig. 14), according to State park signs.
The first interpretation involves a meteorite impact at 90°
vertical angle. The second involves salt diaper uplift, with
salt eroded away. One question rings clear… Why are
there 2 competing theories that haven’t yet been resolved?
I would speculate that it could be because it was caused
another way. While Arc-Blast has not been proven,
electrical arc blisters could exhibit very similar patterns to
the Upheaval Dome landform (Fig. 13). The feature also
exhibits the familiar co-rotating bands of double layering
explained by Electric Universe concepts.
https://www.thunderbolts.info/wp/.

An interesting story that may shed some light on an arc
blast interpretation of formation for Upheaval Dome, is
from Bob Hawthorne’s pursuit of knowledge about an
“Obsession Stone” his friend James Hill found in the
desert 15 miles away. Was this fused clay ejecta from
Upheaval Dome (Wallgren, 2001)? Local scientist and
rock experts tentatively identified the specimen as a tektite,
molten rock, formed from meteorite impact. When local
university scientists were unable to specifically identify the
rock, Bob had national scholars take a look. Eugene
Shoemaker (Shoemaker-Levy comet was named in honor),
one of the first to identify Upheaval Dome as a likely
meteorite impact, visited the site with Bob and
strengthened his view that the specimen was a likely
created by meteorite impact. In his continuing quest to
understand the value of this find, he contacted Dr. William
Cassidy from University of Pittsburg who collected
meteorites in Antarctica. Cassidy ran a spectrographic
analysis at the Smithsonian that revealed “unidentified
elements”? From their experience with other impact
glasses around the world, they generally found meteorites
have a “slaggy appearance and contain imbedded spheres
of nickel-iron alloy”. This specimen didn’t exhibit these
characteristics, he referred Bob to NASA’s Mike Zolensky,
and curator for the U.S. cosmic dust collection who agreed
the stone is “singular and unique”. With x-ray diffraction
he identified the sample to be composed of the minerals
“analcime and calcite”, with the gross petrology
resembling “devitrified glass” meaning the vitreous glass
state had morphed back into a crystalline state during
some secondary mineralization process. One conclusion is
that it could have originally been volcanic glass. The fact
that no nickel-iron alloys where found make it less likely it
was a formed by an extraterrestrial impact. If the impact
theory is eliminated for Upheaval Dome formation by this
logic, it opens the door for an arc blast interpretation,
since glass from volcanic melts and electrical melts can
have similar and indistinguishable mineralogy.
Some
photos from hand samples and Bob’s collection are
included (Fig. 15 & 16).
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Fig. 13. Upheaval Dome near Moab, Utah, blue routes denote GPS tracking with flagged way points. Co-rotating double
layers in map view are hypothetically created by arc filaments (Fig. 7) emanating from the main arc current associated with
fault systems followed by the Green River (upper insert). Lower insert is close up of the central tetrahedron geometry.
(Birdseye Satellite imagery; Bruce Leybourne - Photo credit).

Fig. 14. Upheaval Dome in Canyon Lands of Utah according to State park signs has 2 competing theories? Shown above.
11
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Fig. 15. Ejecta “Obsession Stone” from James Hill collection (Bruce Leybourne – Photo Credit).

Fig. 16. Cut away polished “Obsession Stone” from Bob’s collection (Robert Hawthorne - Photo Credit).
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Anomalies of the 922 Canyon
Within the eroded Navajo Sandstone of the San Rafeal
Swell we found geological anomalies in the 922 Burea of
Land Mangaement (BLM) canyon, north of the Goblin
Valley that very likely indicates the occurance of an

electrical event. Two specific features that standout are
the Dragons Egg and Slot Canyon (Fig. 17 w/ GPS flag
insert). This trend further north was less eroded and
much more pronounced as seen earlier in Fig. 8.

Fig. 17. Eroded Navajo Sandstone of the San Rafael Reef contain possible arc blast remnants “Dragons Egg” and “Slot
Canyon” along our track (see insert) of the 922 Bureau of Land Management Canyon. Or could these be related to modern
day electrical “lightning” processes attracted to the ancient arc blast sites.
The Dragons Egg feels like a piece of pottery (Fig. 18).
When lightly thumped it has a slight ringing affect like a
fired ceramic dish. Andy Hall in fore ground with
backpack inspects the co-rotating layered object in line
with the stem or core of the feature following the arch in
the Navajo Sandstone Formation. Larry White is taking
close up photos of the core of the Dragons Egg. What
force would create pottery like arched sandstone
structures? We observed similar structure on a larger scale
in the Wingate

Sandstone in Long Canyon (Fig. 8).
How does erosion
create these internal structures that weather out? Does
some type of secondary replacement mineralization occur
that hardens these arched shaped structures? Electric
currents are known to fuse quartz in “vitreous” lighting
rocks or Fulgurites (Fig. 6). Could this be the case for the
Dragons Egg “pottery”? In Fig. 17 the “pottery” type
material along with the substrate rock it was created
within, are distinctly different in zoom views. It has a
weathered in Fig. 18a vs. fused quartz in Fig. 18b.
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Fig. 18. Dragons Egg Pottery created by a horizontal electric current? (Photo credit – Bruce Leybourne)

Fig. 19. Dragons Egg Pottery top images within surrounding substrate rock lower images? Green mineral in edge view is
Glauconite, an iron potassium phyllosilicate mineral generally associated with marine sands (Photo credit – Bruce Leybourne).
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Fig. 20a – 20b. Rounded grains in left image (20a) are examples of well-weathered grains within the substrate material, while
right image (20b) has vitreous luster and fused quality within the Dragons Egg Pottery.

Fig. 21a. Provides an edge view zoom in and reveals Glauconite within a vitreous quartz matrix, with other dark minerals that
seem melted or fused together. The pottery surface in 21b shows a dark mineral growth or precipitate.
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Fig. 22. Globular nature of dark precipitate is on presumably quartz grains (Fig. 20a). Within zoom in 2x, 4x, 10x slides
seems created with a globular appearance almost as if it were splashed on?

Slot Canyon a Lightning Process?
Interesting evidence was found in what we called a “Slot
Canyon”.
Could the canyon have been excavated
electrically? As Larry and I walked up the Slot Canyon Fig
23a approaching a circular termination feature at the end
of the canyon (Fig. 23a-b & 24), we examined the very
narrow floor of the canyon (Fig 23b). The bottom of the
canyon looked to be cut very straight. It had a very
pronounced nearly vertical cut away at the base with rough
walls of angular texture.
These are not general

characteristics of erosional processes, but could indicate an
electric arc blast process, especially in light of what we
found at the end of the canyon (Fig. 24). The Slot Canyon
Termination in Fig. 24 was incredibly, a frozen liquid,
“Brown Ooze” (Fig. 25). It dripped stair step down the
canyon termination then solidified. This apparent mystery
indicates some intense heating at the canyon termination
in line with the slot cut away (Figs. 25). Fig. 26a-b, show
the vitreous fused nature of the white country rock
surrounding the “Brown Ooze” and globular nature of
white country rock surface mineralization.

16
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Fig. 23a - 23b. Larry White in Slot Canyon, examining the “Slot”, a rugged vertical cut, not a smooth erosional surface.

Fig. 24. Solid “Brown Ooze” was once liquid and
“Dripped” down the canyon termination like stair steps,
then froze solid.

Fig. 25. Angular “sugary” texture with fused appearance
in “Dripped Brown Ooze” rock.
17
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Fig. 26a - 26b. Surrounding white country rock with fused quartz with veins (a), with dark globular minerals (b) on surface
again, almost as if it were splashed on?

2017 STEM Education & Outreach

Appendix of Previous Reseach Proposals

By David Orr

By Bruce Leybourne

Students, aged 6 to 18, at the Denver, Colorado Escuela
Tlatelolco explored the fundamental concepts behind the
Earth as a Stellar Transformer hypothesis. Thanks to the
generous help of a community of volunteers and guest
presenters, we explored the potential effects of Space
Weather
on
the
Earth’s
systems
and
its
inhabitants. Foundational activities around the Global
Electric Circuit, telecommunications, magnetism, electrical
generation and transmission, Remote Sensing and the
collection and processing of Big Data; were met with
enthusiasm and imagination.

The scientific rationale for 2 reseach proposals are
included below in their origninal form for the readers
awarness in light of this years (2017) anomalous hurricane
and wildfire activity. As you can see these events keep
reoccuring and they are due to activation of Earth’s Stellar
Transformer circuits due to changes in space weather.
Three hurricanes instescted at Tampa Bay in 2004, where
the most intense lightning hotspot activity doubles in
2003. Similar tto the rational we used to call the turn of
hurricane Irma this year. The hurricanes in 2005 were
even worse, i.e. Katrina hit a lightning hoptspot on the
Wiggins Arch, a geomagnetic anomoly in Southern
Mississippi, while other monster hurricanes hit Florida and
Texas.

The Institute is looking forward to expanding its
Education & Outreach activities in 2018 and will have a
free download e-lesson for Elementary and High School
Students. Additionally, an ebook about the Earth as a
Stellar Transformer will also be available for download.

The wildfires in San Bernandino, CA on Oct. 31, 2003
were linked to a Cronal Mass Ejection that occurred
coincident with this event, see old proposals below…
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a.) Identification and Significance of the Problem or
Opportunity:
Multiple hurricane tracks (Fig. 1)
inundating Florida during the 2004 season may result from
grounding of the global electric circuit along geomagnetic
anomaly trends of the United States passive margin.
Increased lightning strikes, along geomagnetic anomalies
may attract hurricanes thermally and electromagnetically.
The Tampa Bay-Lakeland region has more lightning
strikes than anywhere in the USA (Vaisala) and overlies a
geomagnetic anomaly which 3 hurricanes passed directly
over during the 2004 hurricane season.
Fig. 2. Yearly lightning strike histogram from Vaisala, indicating
a near doubling of strikes in 2003 and 2004 from earlier yearly
means. Blue indicates strikes with positive polarity.

Fig.
1.
Hurricane
tracks
of
the
2004
season
(http://www.wunderground.com/hurricane/at2004.asp).
Red
box outlines the area of geomagnetic trends of the southeast
United States in Fig. 5. Yellow circles indicate hurricane track
intersections suspected of attraction to underlying geomagnetic
anomalies.

Local storms track eastward from the Gulf of Mexico
toward Tampa Bay. In 2003 and 2004 lightning strikes
approximately doubled from a previous yearly mean under
600,000 to over 1,000,000 (Fig. 2.) within a 1 x 2 degree
swath including the Tampa Bay and Lakeland region (Fig.
3.) The majority of strikes North-northeast of Tampa Bay
define the most conductive grounding area. Lightning
strikes may also contribute to karsting and sinkhole
development

Fig. 3. Composite Lightning Strikes from Jan. 1996 to Oct 2004.
The majority of strikes North-northeast of Tampa Bay
Geospatially Correlate to the Eye Passage of Hurricanes Frances
and Jeanne.

within this area. Lightning positive polarity strikes (Fig. 4.)
indicating ground affects by the charge lowering from the
clouds shifted inland and were primarily focused over a
geomagnetic anomaly (Fig. 5) under Lakeland.
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Systems” for hurricane forecasting based on this new
knowledge and input. Historical database development
creates "value added" information for all scales of shortterm severe weather forecasting. The technology analyzes
historical geospatial time series for hurricane forecasting
advancement. An expanded southeastern United States
study can discern other potential activation areas. Applied
on a global scale this research could also improve inputs
for long-range climate and General Circulation Models
(GCMs).
Background and Rational

Fig. 4. Positive Polarity Lightning Strikes Move Inland over
Geomagnetic Anomaly Zones Provide Supporting Evidence for
Electromagnetic Attraction of the Lakeland Region to 3
Hurricanes.

Hurricane Charley entered from the Gulf of Mexico
passing over the Florida Canyon before passing directly
over the suspect geomagnetic anomaly (Fig. 5). While
Frances and Jeanne came from the Atlantic passing
geomagnetic anomalies associated with Abaco Islands in
the Bahamas before vectoring directly in on the
geomagnetic anomaly underlying Lakeland. Then both
eyes passed directly over the conductive zone associated
with lightning grounding in Fig. 3.
Geomagnetic
anomalies may provide conductive zones along other
crossing areas of hurricane paths in the 2004 season (Fig.
5).
Hurricane Andrew also made landgeomagnetic
anomaly trend in south Florida (Fig. 5). The common
denominator and unifying principal of this geological
forcing function on climate is an internal joule heating
mechanism. Electrical activation in the eastern Gulf of
Mexico occurs from return circuit grounding of lightning
strikes along geomagnetic anomalies in central west
Florida. Lighting strikes grounding to geomagnetic zones
joule heat deep seated aquifers, contributing to warm
spring sapping of susceptible geologic units, especially
evaporite sequences inter-bedded with carbonates.
Sinkholes may form and deep aquifer transport discharges
offshore in Florida Escarpment canyons creating distinct
sea surface temperature anomalies (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

Geologic Setting: Within the Eastern Gulf of Mexico
lies the Florida Platform, a broad carbonate buildup that
underlies the Florida Peninsula and continental shelf. The
stratigraphic evolution of the Florida Platform has been
influenced primarily by eustatic changes (Vail 1977) in sea
level and the local hydrographic regime. Early Ordovician
quartzitic sandstones inter-bedded with shale exhibit
metamorphic and hydrothermal alteration signatures
(Applin 1951, Carroll 1963) and overlie an ancient Triassic
rift system associated with the Florida Magnetic Anomaly
(FMA – Hall 1990). This feature generally trends East-NE
to West-SW as indicated by volcanic basement magnetic
trends (Fig 5) along what’s known locally in Florida as
“lightning alley”. These geomagnetic anomalies provide
links to the core-mantle-boundary and conductive
pathways for electrical grounding of lightning strikes from
local geomagnetic anomalies embedded within the
overlying carbonate platform. Thus local joule heating of
carbonate units and ground water within aquifers systems
is likely within areas of intense lightning strike activity.
Lighting strikes grounding to these geomagnetic zones
may warm deep-seated aquifers by joule heating and
contribute to warm spring sapping of geologic units
creating offshore Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
anomalies (Fig. 6). Efforts to provide a tectonic electrical
framework to understand these phenomena and create
forecasting tools for mitigation is an ongoing commercial
development (Hurricane PathfinderTM) linked to new
theoretical considerations in geomagnetic induction by
solar coupling of the global electric circuit and Earth’s
endogenous energy (Gregori 2002).

Hurricane PathfinderTM data mining (Fig. 7) and
visualization research can design “Advance Warning
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D1.
Identification and Significance of the
Opportunity: While many ecosystems are fire-dependent,
wildfires continue to destroy our forests nationally at
alarming rates, often encroaching on local business and
residential areas, causing destruction and death (Fig. 1).
Last year, (2003), the wildfire fighting cost alone was
$1,326,138,000 with 30 firefighter fatalities. (See: Acres
property damage including structures - Table 1 below).
Table 1: Wildfire fighting cost and number of
structures lost in the United States in 1999-2003
(Source: NIFC 2004).
No.
Firefighting
Firefighter
Year
Fires
Cost
Fatalities
1999
93,702
$523,468,000
28
2000 122,827 $1,362,367,000
17
2001
84,079
$917,800,000
18
2002
88,458 $1,661,314,000
23
2003
85,943 $1,326,138,000
30
Structures
Year
Acres
Lost
1999 5,661,976
817
2000 8,422,237
861
2001 3,570,911
731
2002 6,937,584
2,381
2003 4,918,088
5,195
Wildfires wreak havoc and chaos and are associated with a
multitude of social and environmental problems. Many of
the lost structures are primary residences and their
contents. Occasionally, entire communities are evacuated
for weeks, sometimes disrupting economies during the
critical
tourist
season.

Fig. 1. Arc-shaped fire pattern (NIFC 2003) in Southern
California appears linked to geomagnetic anomaly trends
(insert –USGS 2002).

Wildfires can be so hot that they melt spots of earth into
glass. This phenomenon may be electrical in nature. Most
wildfires are believed to be caused by lightning, arson or
human error. According to the USDA Forest Service,
60% of all fires on public lands in Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming
were started by lightning (Schmidt et al. 2002). Over 10%
of total fires in the United States are generated by lightning
(Pyne 1982). The actual number could be much higher
(Vaisala -Lightning Detection Network data indicates ~
40%, per. comm.) because foresters have admitted
privately that fires of unknown origin are often classified
as arson as often assumed by insurance adjusters until
proven otherwise (Allstate, per. comm.). The majority of
damage to trees by lightning is generally undocumented.
A study in Arkansas calculated that 70% of tree mortality
was due to lightning (Pyne 1982).
In the October 2003 “Fire Siege” (USFS 2003), there were
wildfires outbreaks (Fig. 1) during a period of geomagnetic
storms that may be linked to electrical emanations from
within the earth. The strong solar storms that hit Earth in
the final week of October, 2003 were small in comparison
to the 1859 event, but may have electromagnetically
induced an arc-shaped pattern of fires. The fire pattern
follows crustal magnetic anomaly trends arcing eastward
just north of Los Angeles then southward around San
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Diego, and extending into the Mexican Baja along the
coast (Fig. 1). It now appears that the phenomena are
linked to tectonic dynamics and geomagnetic induction
from solar coupling. Historical evidence from the most
powerful space storm on record, in September 1859
(Tsurutani 2003; NASA 2003), hints at the relationship to
wildfires when telegraph wires shorted out in the United
States and Europe, igniting widespread fires (NIFC 2003).
Efforts to understand the behavior of these fire outbreaks
and create forecasting tools will be our ongoing
commercial development.
There are new evidence and theoretical considerations
pointing to natural phenomena driving the increases in
wildfire due to the well documented accelerated magnetic
decay of the earth’s magnetic field (Quinn and Shiel 1993a,
1993b; Quinn et. al. 1997). “The collapse of the earth's
magnetic field … appears to have started in earnest about
150 years ago. The field's strength has waned 10 percent
to 15 percent so far and this deterioration has accelerated
of late.” (Broad 2004). Recent papers cite electrical energy
emanating from the earth beyond the capacity of electrical
energy generated within the atmosphere (Tsutsui 2002).
Not only does this energy appear to be a major driving
force in the climate recently (Leybourne 1996, 1997, 1998,
2002; Leybourne and Adams, 1999, 2000, 2001; Leybourne
et. al. 2004b), but it is also spreading wildfire along
particular geomagnetic anomalies (Leybourne, et. al.,
2004a). This electrical energy may also be able to explain
tree die-offs in Hawaii (where lightning is rare) and other
tropical areas that remain heretofore unexplained (Pyne
1982).
Consistent with Gregori’s theoretical discussions (Gregori
2002) the hypothesis of solar-induced electrical wildfire
propagation is understood in terms of comparatively deep
earth electromagnetic induction coupled to coronal mass
ejections, creating the October 2003 wildfire outbreaks..
The induction process creates anomalous electric currents
near the core-mantle boundary from the deep internalgeodynamo. Hotspots are hypothesized to connect deep
circuits to electric circuits propagating in the shallow
lithosphere fractions of the Earth. Some anomalous
coupling between tectonic and ionospheric electric
currents may be expected along particular conductive
pathways characterized as surge channels (Meyerhoff 1992,
1996). Typically these features follow major tectonic
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trends, such as mid-oceanic ridges and fracture zones
exhibiting hotspots or hot lines (Smoot and Leybourne
2001). Hotspot locations such as the Guaymas Basin Rift
in the Gulf of California link conductive pathways to the
core-mantle-boundary. These conductive zones merge
along the East Pacific Rise, extending into the North
American Continent and continuing along the San
Andreas Fault System, completing circuits with other fault
systems and local magnetic anomalies such as those in the
St. Gabriel Mountains. Such locally anomalous
electromagnetic coupling between the ground and
ionosphere is eventually further enhanced by power line
ground arcing, igniting combustible materials, destroying
power systems, and creating a firestorm along local
magnetic trends and fault patterns.
Thus, the very costly and destructive nature of wildfires in
this country may be mitigated more effectively, if even a
fraction of wildfire origins and propagations are
understood in terms of an earth electrically induced nature.
It now appears that some of these electrical sources may
be identified and linked to solar coupling. This means we
may have an opportunity to predict patterns and timing of
some of the worst wildfire outbreaks.

D2. Background and Rational
Geologic Setting: Nine of the 14 major wildfires in the
2003 Southern California “Fire Siege” were unexplained in
origin. Therefore, our initial investigation will focus on
this area. A closer look at the geology of the San Gabriel
Mountains lying beneath the outbreak of a huge firestorm
along its slopes reveals strike-slip fault offsets (Day
Canyon and Demens Canyon Faults) transecting crustal
magnetic anomalies of up to 800 nanotesla (nT) (Fig. 2).
Fault displacements up to ~2 km are displayed along
mylonite shear zones (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Geomagnetic anomalies in San Gabriel Mountains
along intersecting faults and mylonite units (Anderson
1999).

Mylonite is a rock which has been crushed and ground
down by earth movement and at the same time rendered
compact by pressure. It is fine-grained and often banded
in parallel fashion with stripes of varying composition and
conductivity.
Within the San Gabriel Mountains,
metamorphosed sedimentary rock and associated plutonic
rocks and high grade metamorphic rocks are overprinted
by a distinctive belt of mylonitic deformation locally
intense enough to create a distinct mylonite unit. The San
Gabriel Mountains are a fault-bounded block of ancient
crystalline rocks north of the Los Angeles Basin and the
upper Santa Ana River Basin. The mountain range is
fault-bounded on the north by the San Andreas Fault
zone, and on the south and southwest by thrust and
reverse faults of the Cucamonga-Sierra Madre fault
complex, and on the east by faults of the San Jacinto zone.
The mountain range is complexly deformed by faults of
many different ages and tectonic styles (Morton 1975;
Morton and Matti 1993; Matti and Morton 1993).
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Fig. 3. Mylonite trend along faults overprint largest
geomagnetic anomalies in San Gabriel Mountains
(Anderson 1999).

Rationale: These scenarios could explain bursts of
wildfire outbreaks and certain other electric storm damage
that are not reasonably explained by arson or other
mechanisms because of their extent and magnitude, lack of
evidence confirming origin, and transient nature. It
appears that these phenomena are caused by
electromagnetic inductions. In turn, these inductions
appear to be caused by anomalous solar perturbations and
geomagnetic perturbations linked to orbital parameters.
These occurrences are related to geothermal releases,
gaseous exhalations and changes in soil porosity. In Phase
I, we intend to clarify and demonstrate these relationships.
Electric power grid problems and wildfires under electric
lines are particularly interesting because they may be
related to solar or geomagnetic events. Lightning strike,
solar (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory - SOHO),
geomagnetic, geologic, and wildfire origin data will be
geospatially correlated to determine the relationships. If
these relationships can be established, then a convincing
case for electrical wildfire propagation can be made, and
experiments setup to capture an event in Phase II.
These phenomena may be predictable by recording
Acoustic Emissions (AE), in the ultrasound band (Gregori
et. al. 2001) within geomagnetic induction zones.
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Mitigation of wildfire outbreaks may be possible by
monitoring AE precursors and correlating them with solar
activity using SOHO data. Early warning of electrical
storms will allow preparation and prioritizing of mitigation
scenarios, such as clearing brush in the most hazardous
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